February 14th, 2020

Introducing ORIENT STAR Basic Date, a strong, sporty and elegant
timepiece which reflects the essence of ORIENT STAR
ORIENT STAR announces the Basic Date. It is a practical yet simple timepiece with urban
refinements which exudes the essence of ORIENT STAR. It features a strong, sporty 42-mm
case, a simple, clear and easy to read dial, and in-house automatic movement with 50-hour
power reserve.
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The Basic Date with the sharp, solid, yet elegant design synonymous with ORIENT STAR,
combines a three-hand time display with power reserve indicator and date window. The design
includes fine details including a mirror-polished slope and fluid lines extending from the sides of
the new larger 42mm case to the lugs. These have a cut surface characteristic of ORIENT STAR,
shaped to pass easily through the wearer’s sleeve. The three-link solid stainless steel strap
extending from the case enhances the Basic Date’s overall sporty feel.
Typical of ORIENT STAR timepieces is the rich assortment of deep dial colors, from sharp
black to blue, white, grey, and green. The dial is designed for clear readability, even at the
quickest of glances, thanks to the combination of long hands, a large case, and bold bar indices.
Adding to the watch’s simplicity is the subtle design of the power reserve indicator, which
further enhances the watch’s simplicity and readability.
Finally, the Basic Date uses SUS316 stainless steel for the strap, scratch-resistant sapphire for
the crystal, and is powered by a high-performance, in-house movement with automatic winding
mechanism.

RE-AU0401S

RE-AU0402B

RE-AU0404N

RE-AU0403L

RE-AU0405E
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About ORIENT STAR
Established in Japan in 1951, ORIENT STAR originates from a desire to create a mechanical
watch that would become a “brightly shining star” in every aspect, from its design and
movements to its manufacture and assembly. Drawing on traditional watchmaking skills and the
latest in-house integrated design and manufacturing competencies, the brand has continued to
create timeless pieces such as the mechanical movements of the 46-F7 series. The delicate
details, sophisticated designs and fine intricacies of these high-quality masterpieces attract the
attention of watch connoisseurs from all over the world.

― Product Specifications ―
Collection

Contemporary

Series name

Basic Date

Reference

RE-AU0401S

RE-AU0402B

RE-AU0403L

RE-AU0404N

RE-AU0405E

Movement

Automatic (with hand winding) mechanical in-house caliber F6N43 made in Japan.

Power reserve

50 hours

Accuracy

＋25 seconds ～ －15 seconds per day

Case material
(color)

Stainless steel

Stainless steel
Stainless steel

(rose gold colour

(yellow gold colour

plated bezel)

plated bezel)

Case size

42.0mm / thickness 11.5mm

Glass

Front: sapphire crystal (anti reflective coating), back: crystal glass
Stainless steel
(SUS316L) and

Strap

Stainless steel (SUS316L) / trifold deployant buckle with push
button / width 21mm

yellow gold colour
plating / trifold
deployant buckle
with push button /
width 21mm

Colour of dial
Other features

White

Black

Navy

Gray

Green

Water resistance 5 bar, power reserve indicator, second hand hacking,
22 jewels, luminous light on hands, date, see-through exhibition case back
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